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Series Configurations

Modular Design

There is considerable interest in solid state power supplies based on Insulated Gate Bi-polar Transistor (IGBT) technologies 
due to their large and efficient power handling capabilities.  Historically, IGBTs have been limited in switching frequency,   
have been difficult to arrange in series configurations for high voltage applications, and have been readily damaged if not 
properly controlled.  There are a large number of applications that would greatly benefit from a highly configurable, high 
current, high voltage modular IGBT based solid state power supply.  For example, pulsed Radio Frequency (RF) amplifiers 
in the several MW class operating at 50 kHz to 5 MHz used for current drive, plasma heating, and ionization within the 
fusion science community could see significant cost savings when compared to traditional tube based supplies.  Other appli-
cations that would immediately benefit from a low cost IGBT option include active magnetic coil control for feedback, in-
ductive plasma generation, fast rise-time high voltage triggers, and controllable high current switches.

Eagle Harbor Technologies is developing a modular solid state power supply based on IGBT technologies for the high 
power pulsed (> 10 MW) RF application supported by the Department of Energy.  The prototype power supply utilized a 
modular low cost off the shelf IGBT based system that could be assembled in multiple ways to address a wide range of ap-
plications.  Experimental testing of the prototype modules demonstrated the abilities for both parallel (high current) and 
series (high voltage) configurations. Each IGBT module was capable of 1 kA output at 1 kV, and switching frequencies up 
to 5 MHz.  Four modules were operated in series at 3 kV and 1 kA. 

The modules were designed for precise switching control with demonstrated rise times of approximately 40 ns at 1 kV and 
1 kA switching. Repetitive switching in excess of 1 MHz was demonstrated for over 100,000 pulses, and was only limited 
by the available capacitor bank energy.  Precision switching allowed for very low jitter operation (< 5 ns) and enabled the 
robust series operation. This potentially allows for high voltage configurations with near tens of nanosecond rise times with-
out the need for step up transformers.

The present work is focused on building individual modules with active over voltage and over current fault detection. Two 
prototype supplies will be demonstrated; one with the modules configured to operate at 10 kV and 2 kA, and the other with 
the modules configured to operate at 1 kV and 20 kA. The prototype cost is estimated to be significantly lower (3X) than 
older generation IGBT based power supplies for similar high current pulsed applications, and more than a factor of 20 less 
for the pulsed high voltage and high power RF applications.

Power supply prototype testing setup 
for a six board series configuration.  

The main components of the system are 10 kV iso-
lated low voltage power supply units, fiber optic 
trigger units that utilize gigabit ethernet cables for 
switching control,  10 kV HV charging supplies and 
oscilloscope data acquisition.  A custom intercon-
nect board allows for series/parallel configuration 
testing with resitive or inductive loads. 

Individual modules consist of 1 to 4 
individual PCB boards operated in 
parallel. Modules have been oper-
ated robustly at their nominal design 
parameters of 1 kA  and 1 kV at 100 
kHz switching frequencies.

in series for high voltage operation, 
eliminating the need for step-up 
transformers. Module to module 
switching jitter has been verified to 
be less than 3 nsec. This is well 
within the constraint of 200 ns 
switching jitter needed to prevent 
device series failure, as identified 
with SPICE modeling.

(1-5 MHz) has been demonstrated.

kV and up to 2 kA for pulse length 
up to 1 us.

  

High power testing for 
a series configuration 
operating at 3 kV 
(CH1) and 1 kA (CH3) 
at 100 kHz switching.  
At this power level 
significant energy is 
drained from the stor-
age bank within a few 
milliseconds. 

Applications that Utilize the EHT Fast Switching Technology

H-Bridge Operation:

Single IGBT Board Gigabit Ethernet
Communication and
Trigger System

Micro-Pulsed Plasma Discharge Electrode-less Plasma Source

Interconnect 
Board & Resistive 
Load
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Summary and Future Work

(Top) 1500 V, 30 A (3000 V p-p), 2 MHz.  (Bottom) 
Maximum obtainable switching of 4 Mhz.  Trace 
shows 5 pulses and tail current at turn off.

(Top) Series operation at 6kV,  1 us pulsed duration
(Bottom) Expanded scale showing ~ 40 us risetime
Slew rate in excess of 100 kV/ s!

Single IGBT/Module Results

(Top) 1000 V, 20 A (2000 V p-p), 1 MHz.  (Bottom) 
1600V, 32 A (3200 Vp-p)  This is 400V over the rated 
voltage and shows robustness of the switching configu-
ration.

6 kV pulse into 40’ 50 Ohm BNC cable. 

* Fast ~ 1-5 s repetitive (1-25 Hz) high voltage (> 10 kV) capacitor 
charging and plasma arc production.  Arc energies from 1-10 J.  Plasmas 
were created in both atmospheric and vacuum conditions
* IGBT PS was designed to be very small for micro-thruster applications
* PS operated at 100-200 kHz switching speed at ~500 V and 800 A 

* Supported by DOE Phase I STTR Program.
* Creates high density (>10^20 m^-3 low impurity plasma for 
fusion science applications.
* IGBT PS operates at up to 800 kHz switching speeds.  Drives an-
tenna for plasma creation at ~ 1500 A p-p and ~ 7 kV p-p 

EHT has demonstrated an IGBT based modular design for series/parallel 
configurations that can be utilized for many applications.  Continued 
work in the second year of the DOE SBIR Phase II program will result 
in several demonstration supplies including a 15 kV, 1 kA supply with 
nominal switching at 100 kHz.  This supply is intended as a low cost 
option to high power tube based supplies for pulsed plasma creation and 
heating schemes in the range of 0.1 to 1 MHz and power levels up to 10 
MW.  

A parallel configuration for a 10 kA, 1 kV supply for fast magnet control 
and waveform programing will also be built and tested. 

In Development:
* Fast high voltage and power triggers
* Driver for fast gas puff system.
* Lightning strike simulator system.
* 1 MW RMF power supply.
* 1 MW power supply for Electode-less plasma 
source.
* 5-100 kW, 1 Mhz PS for CME electric propulsion 
concept.

1000 V, 100A, 200 nsec 
single pulse.This shows 
Vce (yellow) and Vload 
(white).
 ~40 nsec rise time

1000 V. Trace showing 
signal at end of 40' 50 
Ohm coax cable termi-
nated in 50 Ohms. 
Yellow is Vload, white is 
Vce measured on IGBT 
board. The cable was 
placed in parallel with 
the 50 Ohm load the 
IGBTs were driving.

High power, 1000V, 
1000 A, full module (4, 4 
IGBT boards in parallel.  
(Top) Shows voltage and 
current traces for 100 
kHz switchng which was 
the nominal design point 
for the SBIR Phase I 
demonstration.  (Bottom) 
shows 1ms operation at 
1kV and 1kA where the 
decrease in voltage is 
due to draining of the 10 
kJ capacitor bank. 


